Secure your hybrid workforce
with IDEMIA smart cards and Axiad SMARTidentity

Elevate your digital security simply and securely
As your business grows and your remote workforce transitions to a hybrid model, having a powerful
authentication solution that’s scalable, user-friendly and secure, is not only a nice to have but
essential. With IDEMIA smart cards and Axiad‘s SMARTidentity, all your users and devices can be
secured in any location with one, easy-to-deploy identity access management solution.
Authentication with IDEMIA offers a converged access credential and identity solution for today’s
hybrid workforce. With an IDEMIA ID-One PIV® card, your users can verify their identities for remote
applications, digitally sign and encrypt emails, and securely access their workstations. Employees no
longer need to struggle to manage multiple credentials for different use cases, and IT can put their
trust in the FIPS-certified technology.

Axiad SMARTidentity and IDEMIA ID-One PIV®
empower next level security:
•

The unified platform offers a credential management system (CMS), certificate
authority (PKI) and authentication service that easily plug into your current
infrastructure

•

Users can take charge of their credentials no matter where they are with
Axiad’s self-service portal, where they can issue and manage multiple
credentials with One Click Issuance

•

Eliminate the need to remember complex passwords by giving users a secure
platform to access all of their identity and access needs

•

Say goodbye to complex upgrades or frustrating downtime when you deploy a
new credential – Axiad scales with your business as is grows

•

Supports PKI, FIDO, OTP, and various form-factors including IDEMIA smart cards,
hardware tokens, and mobile-based authentication

•

Axiad deploys a virtual private cloud for each customer secured by a FIPScertified hardware security module (HSM), so you can enjoy the benefits of the
cloud without the risk

Authentication made easy: secure your users
and their devices with hardened PIV technology
on a single platform
Efficient

Instead of spending time and resources on multiple credential platforms,
IT can instead manage smart cards and other authentication tools in
a single platform.

User-centric

Employees can forget credential headaches and complex passwords by
using their IDEMIA card for physical and virtual access, and by managing
its lifecycle with Axiad.

Trusted

Millions of users around the world trust IDEMIA and Axiad, including
leaders in the healthcare, aerospace & defense, government and
financial sectors.

About Axiad
Axiad delivers an agile, user-centric identity platform that is trusted across
leading enterprise, government, healthcare, and financial organizations.
Our platform helps leaders manage cybersecurity risks, compliance, and
operational efficiency for their workforce, partners, and customers.
Our approach starts with what customers need from a security and business
perspective. With Axiad, companies get a single supplier providing an
integrated solution without sacrificing security.
axiad.com

About IDEMIA
IDEMIA, the global leader in Augmented Identity, provides a trusted
environment enabling citizens and consumers alike to perform their daily
critical activities (such as pay, connect and travel), in the physical as well as
the digital space.
Securing our identity has become mission-critical in the world we live
in today. By standing for Augmented Identity—an identity that ensures
privacy and trust and guarantees secure, authenticated and verifiable
transactions—we reinvent the way we think, produce, use and protect one
of our greatest assets: our identity. This can be for individuals or for objects,
whenever and wherever security matters. We serve international clients from
the financial, telecom, identity, public security and IoT sectors. With close to
15,000 employees around the world, IDEMIA serves clients in 180 countries.

idemia.com

